TECHNICALITIES

WHAT HAPPENS
AFTER YOU FILE?
The system that accepts and processes your IFR flight
plan and has it flow with you en route is impressively
complex. It’s worth knowing how it operates.
by Fred Simmonds
or most of us it seems that we file
IFR flight plans into some invisible
system within which a giant miracle
occurs resulting in an IFR clearance.
Rather than rely on this unlikely
explanation, here is a inside look at the
tools ATC uses to generate your IFR
clearance and how it flows with you
during pre-flight, departure, en route
and arrival.

F

Filing
Pilots file domestic flight plans through
several portals all of which go to the
Host and Oceanic Computer System
Replacement System which I will simply call the Flight Data Processor or
FDP. The FDP is located at the nearest Air Route Traffic Control Center
responsible for the departure airport.
For GA pilots, the portal is the
Automated FSS system or DUATS.
Airline and military operations centers
have direct contact with the FDP.
Regardless, there is a feedback path
that signals errors and feeds those
all-important FDC NOTAMS to the
user. Controllers can also enter a flight
plan as shown.
The FDP checks to make sure the
flight plan is properly formatted and
has no logical flaws such as an error
in routing. Errors are sent back to the
sender for correction. Once correct,
the abbreviation FRC [for Full Route
Clearance] is appended and sent back
to the FDP.
This tag will appear on the flight
progress strip to tell controllers that
changes were made to the pilot’s route
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of flight. The FDP then applies any
Preferred Departure, En Route or
Arrival Routes which show up on the
flight strip bracketed by plus signs.
The FDP communicates with the

ARTCC’s own Flight Services Data
Processing Center or FSDPS [not
shown].
The FDP also talks with neighboring ARTCCs and TRACONs
via ARTS software so it can receive
flight plans that will pass through the
ARTCC’s airspace. ARTS also passes
along VFR flight plans.
ETMS is the Enhanced Traffic
Management System. It returns the
estimated departure clearance time
[EDCT] for proposed flight plans.
Departure
30 minutes before departure, the FDP
computer prints a flight strip includ-

The IFR flight plan process, filing (top) and departure (bottom).
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The IFR flight plan process, enroute (top) and arrival (bottom).
ing transponder code at the departure
airport’s clearance delivery position or
at the next closest facility.
The clearance controller makes
sure the proposed altitude and route
of flight conform to any letters of
agreement between facilities or facility directives which often restrict the
initial altitude to one lower than the
pilot requested.
The local tower controller cannot
launch IFR aircraft without departure controller approval. This is why
they sometimes tell you, “Hold for
IFR release”. This can be done either
per-aircraft or via routine departure
instructions in their facility directives.
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Most radar-equipped towers permit the tower to clear the aircraft for
takeoff without coordinating with the
departure controller. To do this, a
specific block of airspace is reserved
for departing aircraft and the tower
controller is responsible for initial separation of IFR departures. Approach
controllers keep inbound aircraft out
of this departure area.
Once the aircraft has departed and
has no conflicts with local traffic, the
pilot is told to, “Contact departure”.
Since the frequency was in the clearance, the controller is not required to
repeat it. This process explains why the
switchover can be delayed.

En Route
The departure controller separates this
aircraft from others and must again
comply with letters of agreement and
facility directives. If the facility has
ARTS radar, it detects the aircraft’s
squawk code and automatically informs
the ARTCC computer.
The departure controller radaridentifies the aircraft and verifies its
Mode C altitude reporting if the pilot
stated its altitude on initial call-up.
This is a sound reason for doing so
to avoid an unneeded extra exchange.
The controller can use altitude for
separation only after verification.
The controller will try to clear the
aircraft to its requested altitude but
may be blocked from doing so due to
lack of control of other airspace or traffic conflicts. However, she will try to
clear the aircraft to an altitude as close
as requested.
If the aircraft will transit other local
subsectors, the controller will hand
the aircraft off either manually or via
automation. Low-altitude handoffs go
to an adjacent terminal facility; highaltitude handoffs normally go to the
overlying ARTCC airspace controller.
The first en route controller providing separation gets a progress strip
soon after the clearance delivery controller enters the departure time into
the FDIO [Flight Data Input/Output]
system or after ARTS sends a message
to ARTCC. Controllers down the line
receive updated strips 15-30 minutes
before the aircraft enters each sector to
prepare them to separate the flight.
Once the ARTCC radar detects
the aircraft’s transponder, a data block
with its call sign, altitude and groundspeed pops up on the receiving controller’s display. At a point specified in
the letter of agreement, the departure
controller hands the aircraft off to the
en route controller. The handoff must
occur before the aircraft enters the
receiving controller’s airspace – usually about five minutes: “Make your
request of the next controller.”
If the aircraft is low and far from
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the radar site, it may be undetected by
the receiving controller’s radar, necessitating nonradar separation by the
radar associate/nonradar controller.
Once detected, normal radar separation is provided by the radar controller. Low-sector controllers separate
aircraft below 18,000 feet with highsector controllers above. Some areas
have super-high and super-low sectors.
From then on, the aircraft is handed
off in hopscotch fashion until nearing
its destination.
Arrival
As the aircraft approaches its destination, successive controllers set up its
descent. EMTS en route metering tries
to match the inbound traffic flow to
the airport’s precalculated acceptance
rate, such as one a minute.
If two aircraft show up at once,
one will be delayed one minute. With
the airline hub-and-spoke system, the
approach controller can run out of airspace. Metering determines the number of aircraft that can be handled in
a five minute window. If it exceeds
the rate, the software begins figuring
delay strategies which typically call for
inbound aircraft 50-100 miles out to
cross metering fixes at specific times.
Approach [aka arrival] controllers
coordinate with departure controllers
to sequence and separate traffic for
landing. There may be as little as one
controller or as many as five. They use
speed restrictions and vectoring to the
ILS localizer as typical tools for spacing.
At one extreme, the ATC system
is a marvel of human and machine
working together or at the other a
hodgepodge of stuff glued together
and going back sixty years. The plan
is that NextGen will be the solution
to this labor-intensive and expensive
process you have just witnessed.
Fred Simonds is a Gold Seal CFII, check
airman and factory-certified G1000
instructor. See his web page at www.
fredonflying.com.
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DANGEROUS
ILLUSIONS
We humans rely heavily on visual inputs to operate
and we’re wired for life on the ground. The combination can work against us in low visibility wx.
by Bo Henriksson
illions of years of evolution
shaped our ancestors, and eventually us, Homo Sapiens, into grounddwelling beings. Starting in 1783, a
small percentage of us have been rising
above the planet in mechanical contrivances. There simply hasn’t been time
for humans to evolve into sky-dwelling
beings. As a result, there are certain
problems we face when aloft that are
due to us having long been optimized
for beetling across the earth.
Further, the vast majority of our
sensory information is taken in through
our eyes and processed in the visual
cortex in the aft part of our brain.
When visual input is faulty the result
is so powerful in driving our sensations
that our other senses may not be able
to overcome the effect.
The less input the visual system
has, the less accurate it becomes. That,
combined with its power in driving our
sensations means low visibility and/or

M

night time flight operations increases
the likelihood of experiencing visual
illusions and reacting to them in the
wrong way.
Awareness is Power
The good news is that becoming aware
of visual illusions and their effect on
us is effective in preventing the wrong
response to those illusions.
Let us start by discussing breaking out of the clouds on approach to a
runway that is wider than what you are
used to. This will most likely give you
a feeling of being too low.
Making the approach and landing is when it all comes down to it,
all about angles. The illusion is one of
simple trigonometry and also one that
in broad daylight is easily overcome
since there are many other familiar
visual cues such as trees and buildings
to help us judge our altitude, rate of
descent and aiming point in spite of
the unfamiliar runway width.

You break out on the approach and there’s the runway, except it doesn’t have a
VASI. If the runway is wider than you’re used to, there’s a good chance you’ ll perceive yourself as too low; if narrower, too high.
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